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of the self at all". This is Karma Yoga:  It is action
which is creative and yet detached. It is not born of desire
hut of love. It is without a motive and regardless of results.
It does not minister to the self, but is an offering to God.
And, the individual does not want to have any credit for
himself.  It is not his "to think, (! am doing this* and
'I am doing that', while serving others".17 But he knows
himself to be merely an agent of the Divine Will. By thus
mastering this Supreme Art of living he realises the Truth ;
and no more for him are there any 'problems' to solve.
Social Problems.—The Teaching of Meher Baba,
thus, gives a solution for all the problem's of the individual.
It also solves the problems of the multitude. The problems
-confronting our age are many.  There are the social
problems of sex, marriage and morals. There are the
political problems of securing the international peace and
"harmony. And there are the economic problems of food,
clothes and houses and the problems concerning the ending
of exploitation and class-consciousness.
With the sure insight of the Seer, Meher Baba points out
that the root cause of all the trouble in these problems lies in
self-interest, individual and collective, and that this self-
interest can be annihilated only through ^the atmosphere
of selfless love and universal brotherhood/n8 Such an
.atmosphere, however, cannot be created Unless humanity is
persuaded to give up the false idea of the self as "a limited,
separate entity."19
True Religion.—The intelligent handling of our
individual and social problems is hindered by the materialism
of our age. Material progress is indeed a great asset to
our civilization; but it should not be allowed to make our
17	Philosophy and Teachings, p. 52.
18	Questions and Answers^ p. 45*
is	Ibid., p. 53.

